[Invitation letter model]
For a Canadian Tourism Visa

This template serves as a model of invitation letter for a Canadian temporary
resident visa compiled by Martineau & Mindicanu – The Art of Immigration.
There is no clear format required by the government, however below you
will find the main details that need to be included in your letter of invitation.
This document is just a model meant to serve as guidance and is not to be
copied in its totality. It is important however to include the details below in
order to comply with the requirements of the Canadian government.
Note: Most embassies to not require a legalization of the invitation letter, a
simple signature suffices. Certain embassies ask for a translation of all
submitted documents. In this case, it is better to prepare the letter directly in
English or French. Presenting a letter of invitation does not guarantee a visa
will be issued. Visa officers assess your application to decide whether you
meet the terms of Canada's immigration law. For further information, visit the
website of the embassy responsible in your country or contact us at
info@artim.ca.

[Invitation letter]
INVITED PERSON
Full name:

Name and last name

Date of birth:

January 1, 1900

Address:

Street, city, state, country, postal code or zip

Telephone number:

111-0000-123-4567

Occupation:

Current profession

Relationship:

Brother, mother, etc.

Duration of planned stay in Canada:

X days/weeks/months/years

Dates of travel:

dd/mm/yy - dd/mm/yy

Purpose of the trip:

Explain the purpose

CANADIAN HOST
Full name:

Name and last name

Date of birth:

January 1, 1900

Status in Canada:

Citizen/Permanent resident/student, etc.

Address:

123 Street, city, province, Canada, postal code

Number of people living on this address:

X (name, Date of birth, relationship)

Telephone number:

1-514-123-4567

Occupation:

Current profession

Citizenship:

Country (countries)

*If there are several hosts, add fields
Add some lines about the invitation, the reasons for the trip, where the person will stay, and how he or she
will pay for the stay.
For the Parent and grandparent Super visa, you must also include a written and signed promise of your
financial support for their entire stay in Canada, and proof that your income meets or is above the lowincome cut-off for the total number of people (your family members and the invited persons). Also, include
details of your family, such as names and dates of birth of your spouse and dependants and the persons
living in your household, including people you sponsored whose sponsorship is still in effect.
SIGNATURE, DATE, NAME(S)

